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Key features
Coffee strength can be adjusted for each preparation
Display showing number of drinks prepared

Professional Cappuccino Frother for cappuccino and 
latte macchiato

Separate hot-water nozzle
Steam / hot water function
Amber / white cup illumination

Commercial standards by JURA
Intelligent Pre-Brew Aroma System (I.P.B.A.S.©)
CLARIS White filter cartridge
Two cups in one brewing operation
Multi-level high-performance conical grinder
Thermoblock heating system
High-performance pump, static max. 15 bar

Powder chute for second, ground coffee
Integrated rinsing, cleaning and descaling programme
Multilingual dialogue display system 8
Filter change indicator
Maintenance programme indicator
Swiss made

Programmating
Programmable brewing temperature
Programmable coffee strength
Programmable amount of coffee water
Programmable amount of hot water
Programmable water hardness
Programmable switch-off time

Capacity
Daily capacity up to 30 cups
Bean container 220 g
Coffee grounds container (servings) max. 30
Water tank capacity 3.2 l

In figures
Variable brewing chamber 5–16 g
Height-adjustable coffee spout 70–111 mm
Weight 10.92 kg
Dimensions (W x H x D) 32.5 x 37.5 x 47 cm
Cable length env. 1.1 m
Current 10 A
Voltage 220–240 V/ 50 Hz
Power 1450 W
Safety certificates 
Article number  13496



Cup warmer
Cup warmer Xf

Cool Control
Milk Cooler Piccolo
MDB-compatible
Modular Box accounting system
Filter cartridge CLARIS White
Catering units

IMPRESSA Xf50 – if this successful classic was good before, it’s now even better. 
Thanks to four new programmable preparation buttons and improved user guidance 
with the Rotary Switch, it’s never been easier to create the perfect coffee. Decide 
how you want your coffee and fall under the spell of the amber cup illumination 
while it‘s prepared. The Connector System© permits the use of cappuccino frothers, 
so the IMPRESSA Xf50 doesn’t just grant your wishes for espresso and coffee, but 
also those for cappuccino and latte macchiato. Thanks to the MDB interface, you 
can even connect the coffee machine to all the most common accounting systems 
and/or a coin checker.

Intuitive operation
Programme navigation is incredibly simple thanks to the high-quality, sophisticated 
user guidance concept embodied in the new generation of IMPRESSA Xf50 machines. 
The plain text display ensures simple communication with the user, who can navi-
gate accurately through the programme with the help of the Rotary Switch. You can 
programme your favourite coffee beverages with the four new preparation buttons 
and then prepare your drink at the touch of a button.

Eco-intelligence
Saving energy doesn’t mean having to sacrificing enjoyment. Quite the opposite, 
in fact, because in Energy Save Mode (E.S.M.©) the IMPRESSA Xf50 uses up to 40% 
less energy. When the machine is switched off, the patented JURA innovation, the 
‘Zero-Energy Switch’, also stops active coffee preparations once they are complete, 
ejects the coffee grounds and moves the brewing unit back into the starting position. 
The switch then disconnects the machine completely from the electrical mains. With 
the IMPRESSA Xf50 you can be ecological without being any less indulgent.

Play with the senses
An espresso without the perfect crema – simply unthinkable. The new amber cup 
illumination and the height-adjustable coffee spout make each coffee a perfectly 
presented enjoyment. The soft amber light casts a golden glow over the coffee and 
cup, while the smell of fresh coffee caresses the nose and bewitches the senses. 
You can’t fail to be tempted.

Cup warmer
The optional cup warmer keeps cups up to 90 mm in diameter and up to 110 mm 
tall at a constant temperature of approximately 55 °C. It has two drawers with a 
modern cushioning system for silent closing and on each level there is space for  
6 cappuccino cups, 4 coffee cups or 5 espresso cups. To avoid wasting any valuable 
energy, it is possible to programme automatic switch-on and switch-off times for 
the two heating elements in a convenient manner, with integrated temperature 
monitoring.

A classic with a 
contemporary twist

IMPRESSA Xf50

Play with the senses

Eco-intelligence

Cup warmer

Intuitive operation

Ideal areas of use
 Offices

 Coffee lounges

 Factories and workshops

 Reception areas

Recommended for
  Average daily consumption of 

up to 30 cups

Accessories (available as options)


